In this paper, we propose a new exact authentication algorithm in binary document images using perceptual watermarking. Perceptual watermnarking in binary images through pixel flipping is a challenging problem, because flipping the black and white pixels in such simple images can create visual distortion. A new perceptual measure was proposed towards digital watermarking of binary document images in [11]. In this paper, the reversible property of the perceptual measure is used towards designing a new exact authentication algorithm so that the possibility of any undetected content modification is removed. This algorithm embeds an authentication signature computed from the original image into itself after identifying an ordered set of low-distortion pixels through the design of necessary conditions. The parity attack found in the previous block-wise data hiding methods is not possible in the proposed algorithm due to pixel-wise embedding of the authentication signature.
Introduction
Due to the availability of systems for extensive use of digital data, significant interest in digital watermarking became perceptible in the last decade. It has become evident that intelligent hiding of a piece of data or information within another digital data could address many practical applications like covert communication, copyright protection and content authentication. In recent years, research and development of watermarking has made significant progress among the information technology community. The availability of highspeed and inexpensive networks such as the Internet has brought convenient methods for the pirates to distribute copyright-protected digital data illegally. Digital watermarking is seen as a promising alternative to the cryptographic techniques for copyright protection, because the content owner can track piracy even after decryption of the product. The proprietary message is embedded within the data itself so that it is not destroyed after decryption and intentional or non-intentional processing. The message conveying the proprietary information is reliably extracted to track piracy or to establish the ownership issue in case of a conflict. Though copyright protection was the main motivation behind the development of digital watermarking, it has been found that other applications like content authentication, broadcast monitoring, copy control, transaction tracking, proof of ownership and annotation can be effectively addressed [1, 2].
Many types of document images are binary in nature and consist of a black foreground and a white background. For example, the foreground may contain characters of different fonts and sizes in text documents, lines and symbols in maps and drawings. Binary document images could potentially include electronic versions of text, circuit diagrams, signature, driver licenses, financial and legal documents, maps and drawings. By using available image processing software, the distribution and editing of document images become easier. As such the copyright and ownership protection, authentication and annotation of binary document images have become necessary and important in recent years. Low et al [3, 4] introduced robust watermarking methods for formatted document images based on imperceptible line and word shifting. This method was applied to embed information in text images for bulk electronic publications. Wu et al [5] hid data in a binary image using a hierarchical model in which human perception was taken into consideration. Distortion that occurred due to flipping of a pixel was measured by considering the change in smoothness and connectivity within a 303 window centered at the pixel. In a block, the total number of black pixels was modified to be either odd or even for embedding the data bits. Mei et al modified an eight-connected boundary of a connected component for data hiding [6] . A fixed set of pairs of fivepixel long boundary patterns have been identified for embedding data. A unique property of the method is that the two patterns in each pair are dual of each other. This property allowed for blind detection of watermarking.
In authentication application, the basic procedure is to determine whether the image under test has been modified or not after the watermarking process. This type of authentication procedure is known as exact authentication [7] . In exact authentication, fragile watermarks are suitably embedded such that any modification to the watermarked image easily destroys the watermark. As such, the detection algorithm will be able to detect every possible modification. Our present work addresses the issue of exact authentication for binary document images in electronic form in conjunction with cryptography techniques. In a typical cryptographybased authentication watermarking scheme, an authentication signature is computed from the whole image and embedded into the image itself. However, the very process of embedding a watermark alters the image, thus causing the subsequent authentication test to fall. To prevent this, it is necessary to partition the image into two parts, one of which is authenticated and the other part to be altered to accommodate a watermark. An example is to partition an image such that the least-significant-bit (LSB) plane holds the authentication signature computed from the remaining bits of the image. There are only a limited number of cryptography-based authentication watermarking methods available for binary images. It is difficult to embed the signature in binary images as described above, because each pixel has only one bit. By modifying any pixel to embed a watermark would affect the signature of the image and the authentication test would fall. The challenging problem is how to divide the binary image into two parts such that the authentication signature can be embedded successfully.
Cryptography-based authentication watermarking schemes have been proposed for binary images in [8, 9]. Kim et al modified few bits in a binary image for embedding the authentication signature and the positions of those bits were known in both embedding and detection processes [8] . These pixels were cleared before computing the hash function. However this method of simple partitioning the binary image results in poor visual quality of the watermarked image. In [9], Kim et al shuffled the binary image and then partitioned the shuffled image into two equal parts. Authentication signature was computed from one part and then embedded into the other part using the block-wise data hiding technique. In this method, the first part is provably secure; however the second part of the image which carries the signature is prone to a 'parity attack'. The parity attack arises because the signature is embedded in the second part by considering the parity of the blocks, the number of black pixels. If two pixels that belong to the same block in the second part of the image change their values, the parity of this block may not change and so this modification will pass undetected. In the same paper, the proposed algorithm was modified to minimize the possibility of a parity attack. Thus each block in the second part of the image would have different probabilities of suffering due to parity attack and without being detected. A new method has been proposed for text document images to tackle the issue of parity attack in [10] . The method was secure in using the non-interlaced blocks since the embeddability of the blocks was found to be invariant during the embedding process. However if interlaced blocks were used, a possibility of false tamper detection could arise because the embeddability of some blocks might change during embedding process. To increase the security in this case, the authors suggested applying shuffling to the original image or to the embeddable and unembeddable blocks. In this paper, we propose a new approach to embed the authentication signature for exact authentication application. The paper is organized as follows: The proposed exact authentication algorithm is described in Section 2 for achieving high security against various modifications. Results and discussions are presented in Section 3 and finally some conclusions are given in Section 4.
Proposed exact authentication algorithm
In this section, we propose a new exact authentication watermarking algorithm in binary document images. According to Equation (6) in [11 ], the computation of ('WDD (curvature-weighted distance difference) measure takes the original and watermarked contour segment characteristics into account as given below.
After flipping a contour pixel, the amount of visible distortion can be estimated by the change in the contour segment that passes through the pixel. The CWDD measure of a contour pixel remains the same before and after its flipping. This reversible property is particularly useful in identifying an ordered set of pixels in the original image. During watermarking each such pixel can carry one bit of the authentication signature computed from the remaining pixels in the image. For blind detection, these pixels should be detected in the same order before and after the watermarking process. In this new approach, necessary conditions for the correct detection of the ordered set of pixels are designed. We define each such pixel as the reversible pixel in an image. The following steps explain the proposed exact authentication algorithm in binary images.
Conditions for selecting the reversible pixels
To embed a N-bit signature within the original image, N numbers of reversible pixels are searched in a sequential scanning order starting from left to right and then from top to bottom of the original image. Since the CWDD measure is defined for contour pixels in an image, only the contour pixels (both black and white) are examined for finding the reversible pixels.
Definition: A contour pixel in an image having the CWDD measure below a chosen threshold T is defined as a suitable pixel. A pixel in an image is defined as a non-suitable pixel if it does not satisfy this criterion.
Among the suitable pixels, a sequential order search is performed until N reversible pixels are found in the original image. In the following conditions, a suitable pixel is further categorized into either a reversible, pseudo-reversible or nonreversible pixel. A suitable pixel is defined as a reversible pixel, if it satisfies both conditions A and B. A suitable pixel is defined as a pseudo-reversible pixel, if it satisfies condition A but does not satisfy condition B. If a suitable pixel does not satisfy condition A, it is defined as a non-reversible pixel and it is not necessary to verify condition B for this pixel. The conditions are designed to ensure that after flipping the current suitable pixel, a reversible pixel should not be detected as a pixel which is not reversible and vice-versa at the blind detector.
A. In an MxM pixel window centered on the current suitable pixel, there should not be any already found reversible or pseudo-reversible pixel in the original image. B. After flipping the current suitable pixel, in the 5x5 pixel neighborhood centered on it there should not be any suitable pixel which comes before in the scanning order and also satisfies the condition A.
Analysis:
Condition A is necessary due to the following reasons. The flipping of the current suitable pixel may cause a change in the status of the already found reversible pixel. The pseudoreversible pixel already found in its neighborhood may become a reversible pixel after the flipping process. Thus a change in the status of already found reversible and pseudoreversible pixels may lead to wrong blind detection. The CWDD measure is computed using a 5-pixel long original contour segment and the original contour segment is centered on the current suitable pixel, i.e. 2 pixels are before and after it in a sequence. The flipping of the current suitable pixel could affect or change the CWDD measure of the pixels in a 5 x5 pixel window centered on it. The M value should be chosen such that within the 5x5 pixel window centered on any pixel, there should not be more than one reversible pixel. This is because simultaneous flipping of multiple reversible pixels may convert a pixel (which is not reversible) into a reversible one. If the current suitable pixel is within the 5 x5 pixel neighborhood of a pixel which in turn is in the 5x5 pixel neighborhood of a pseudo-reversible pixel, its (current suitable pixel) flipping may cause a change in the status of the pseudo-reversible pixel. If M is chosen to be equal or greater than 11, then the above possibilities of wrong detection are avoided.
Condition B is necessary due to the following reason. If after flipping, any suitable pixel is generated among the neighbor pixels coming before in the scanning order and satisfy condition A, it could become a (false) reversible pixel during detection. To verify this condition, the CWDD measure for the pixels in a 5x5 pixel neighborhood is computed after flipping the center pixel. However, any suitable pixel generated subsequently in the scanning order does not cause any error because of condition A.
Embedding

1.
After N reversible pixels are found, all pixels in the original image are divided into two disjoint subsets. The reversible pixels form the reversible subset S, and remaining pixels in the original image belong to the message subset Sm.
The authentication signature
As is computed from the pixels in SM using the key and embedded into the pixels of the reversible subset. The authentication signature to be used in this algorithm can be the hashed message authentication code (HMAC) using the secret key or the digital signature using the private / public key.
(a) HIVAC is found by computing the one way hash function of the data string that is a concatenation of the pixels belonging to the message subset Sm and the secret key. (b) For a digital signature, public key encryption and decryption technique is used. The digital signature is computed from the pixels in SM as follows. Let H be a cryptographic hash function and we compute the hash
Then Q is encrypted with the encryption (private) key to generate the digital signature.
As = EK,(Q)
where E is the encryption function and K, is the private key. 3. Embedding is performed pixel-wise; so each reversible pixel in SR holds one bit of the authentication signature and the reversible pixel value is set equal to the signature bit it holds. 4. Set union operation of the embedded reversible subset SR' and the message subset Sm generates the watermarked image.
Detection
I.Similar to the embedding process, N numbers of reversible pixels are searched in the test image at the blind detector in sequential scanning order and all pixels in this image are divided into two disjoint subsets. The reversible pixels form the reversible subset SR and remaining pixels in the test image belong to the message subset SM 2. The N-hit authentication signature is computed from the pixels in S, using the key and compared with the extracted signature from SR (a) If HMAC is used, then it is found by computing the one way hash function of the data string that is a concatenation of the pixels belonging to the message subset S. and the secret key. If each bit of the computed HMAC matches with the corresponding reversible pixel value, then the image under question is authentic.
Otherwise this image has been modified after the watermarking process. (b) For the digital signature, the N-bit signature As is extracted from the pixels in reversible pixel subset SR . The signature is decrypted using the public key decryption algorithm D. The public key K 2 corresponding to the private key K, is used in the decryption process.
P=D K,(As') (3)
The hash Q, is computed from Sm by the cryptographic hash function H used in the embedding process.
Q = H(Sm) (4)
3. If Q, = P , then the image under question is authentic. Otherwise this image has been modified after the watermarking process.
Results and discussions
In this section. we present the simulation results by implementing the exact authentication algorithm proposed in the previous section. In our method, security against any modification is obtained by using the cryptographic hash function. In the implementation, we have used MD5 [12] hash function and the DSA algorithm [13] for computing the authentication signature. The original image of size 320 x440 pixels in Figure 1 (a) is used to demonstrate the effectiveness of the algorithm. The parameter M is chosen to be 19 for keeping the reversible pixels separated by a distance and to satisfy condition A for correct blind detection. The choice of higher M value reduces visual interference among the reversible (flipping) pixels being separated by a larger distance. Thus the visual quality of the watermarked image is less affected. However, the number of available reversible pixels is reduced with the increase in M value. The threshold parameter T for choosing the suitable pixel by the CWDD measure is 0.7. The choice of low value of parameter T brings less visual distortion in watermarked image. The user-defined parameter T can be suitably changed depending on the availability of reversible pixels in the original image.
In our simulation, a maximum of 338 reversible pixels are found in the original image using the chosen parameters. If the value of M is chosen to be 11I (the minimum value) instead of 19 with the same value of T, the maximum number of reversible pixels is found to be 623. In the first case for embedding the 128-bit HMAC, a total of 128 reversible pixels are searched in the original image by following the sequential scanning order. Figure 1 (b) shows the watermarked image after embedding the 128-bit HMAC. The watermarked image is visually similar to the original image. We perform multiple modifications such as deletion, insertion and substitution of characters in the watermarked image; (I) the oniy word 'iqformtion.' in last line is deleted, (2) the word 'theory' is inserted into the last line, and (3) the word 'for' in line-5 is substituted by the word 'to'. The resulting attacked image is shown in Figure 2 (a) . At the detector side the attacked image fails in the authentication test. In Figure 2 (b) , differences between the HMAC computed from the message subset and the reversible subset illustrate the failure of the attacked image to pass the authenticity test. In the second case, a 320-bit digital signature is generated using the digital signature algorithm (DSA). A total of 320 reversible pixels are searched in the original image by following the sequential scanning order. In Figure 3 , the watermarked image is shown after embedding the digital signature. We perform multiple modifications in the watermarked image similar to the first case and the resulting attacked image fails in the authentication test. To test the effectiveness of proposed method further, a total of 15 test images containing text. formulae, drawing and tables are generated. Table 1 shows the size of each test image and the number of reversible pixels found within each image. The value of T and M are chosen to be 0.7 and I I respectively for finding the reversible pixels.
The performance of the proposed authentication watermarking algorithm can be compared with previous methods based on their security level. Kim el al proposed a method to detect modifications in binary images in [9] ; however this is vulnerable to parity attack but the visual quality is not degraded after watermarking. In [10], the authentication method was secure against tampering when using the non-interlaced blocks, but contained a possibility of false tamper detection for interlaced blocks. In [8], the method was not vulnerable to parity attack due to the pixelwise embedding of the cryptographic signature. However the visual quality of the watermarked image becomes degraded because relevant perceptual modeling was not performed. The probability of any undetected modification in the watermarked image is only 2` where n is the length of the authentication signature. If the attacker wants to modify the message subset such that the authentication signature remains the same, the chances of obtaining such a collision are removed by using a secure cryptographic key of length 128 bits or more. Furthermore, if the attacker alters any signature bearing reversible pixel, then the computed signature from the message subset will not match with the pixels in the reversible subset. It is not possible for an attacker to change the positions of the reversible pixels in an image without modifying the pixels belonging to the message subset. This is because a pixel in the reversible subset does not loose its status after flipping. The possibility of parity attack is not present here because each bit of authentication signature is carried by a reversible pixel instead of a block. Thus, the new approach for suitable perceptual modeling and its application to pixel-wise embedding of the authentication signature achieves high security and good visual quality.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a new approach for exact authentication in binary document images. The proposed algorithm can detect various modifications to the watermarked image with high probability equivalent to that of the cryptographic authentication. For this purpose, an ordered set of low-distortion reversible pixels are selected for pixelwise embedding of the authentication signature. The selection of the reversible pixels was performed by designing the necessary conditions and using the reversible property of the perceptual measure. The proposed algorithm did not suffer from parity attack like the block-wise hiding methods in binary images. The application of the proposed algorithm for binary images could be the legal usage of binary documents. If the legal documents are stored in a database, the user can verify their authenticity by using the appropriate secret or public key. The proposed algorithm can be used in secure Fax transmission for binary images. After a transmission is performed, the sending Fax machine embeds the watermark using its own secret key. The receiver Fax machine can verify the received document whether it has not been modified after the transmission.
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